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Abstract
Offshore wind power is one of the fastest-growing energy sources worldwide, which is environmentally friendly and
economically competitive. Short-term time series wind speed forecasts are extremely significant for proper and efficient
offshore wind energy evaluation and in turn, benefit wind farm owner, grid operators as well as end customers. In this study, a
Seasonal Auto-Regression Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) model is proposed to predict hourly-measured wind speeds
in the coastal/offshore area of Scotland. The used datasets consist of three wind speed time series collected at different
elevations from a coastal met mast, which was designed to serve for a demonstration offshore wind turbine. To verify
SARIMA’s performance, the developed predictive model was further compared with the newly developed deep-learning-based
algorithms of Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Regardless of the recent development of
computational power has triggered more advanced machine learning algorithms, the proposed SARIMA model has shown its
outperformance in the accuracy of forecasting future lags of offshore wind speeds along with time series. The SARIMA model
provided the highest accuracy and robust healthiness among all the three tested predictive models based on corresponding
datasets and assessed forecasting horizons.

Keywords: Wind speed forecasting; Seasonal Auto-Regression Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA); Deep learning; Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM); Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU).

Nomenclature:
Latin symbols
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̃𝑡
ℎ

Output candidate of the cell state vector

ℎ𝑡

Cell state vector for time step 𝑡

ℎ𝑡−1

Cell state vector for time step 𝑡 − 1
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𝑍𝑡

Observation at time 𝑡

𝑓𝑡

Update gate

𝑟𝑡

Reset gate

𝑥𝑡

Input of neuron at time step 𝑡

𝐷

Degree of seasonal differencing

𝐿

Lag distance operator

𝑃

Number of seasonal lag observations

𝑄

Order of seasonal moving average

𝑈

Assigned weights

𝑊

Assigned weights

𝑏

Bias

𝑐

Intercept term

𝑑

Number of times that raw observations are differenced

𝑖

represents how many terms in the time series are taken back from the current time 𝑡

𝑛

Number of time steps

𝑝

Number of lag observations

𝑞

Size of moving average window

𝑠

Length of the seasonal period

(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡

Predicted wind speed at time step 𝑡

(𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡

Recorded wind speed at time step 𝑡

Greek symbols
𝜖𝑡

Error term

∇

Differencing operator

Β

Seasonal AR parameters

Θ

Seasonal MA parameters

𝛽

Coefficient of lags

𝜃

Constant parameters
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𝜎

Activation function

ABBREVIATION:
Adam

Adaptive moment estimation

ANN

Artificial Neural Network

AR

Autoregression

ARIMA

AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average

ELM

Extreme Learning Machine

EVS

Explained Variance Score

GRNNs

Gated Recurrent Neural Networks

KDE

Kernel Density Estimation

KF

Kalman Filter

LSSVM

Least Square Support Vector Machine

LSTM

Long Short-Term Memory

MA

Moving Average

MAE

Mean Absolute Error

MedAE

Median Absolute Error

MSE

Mean Squared Error

O&M

Ooperation & Mmaintenance

R2

R-square

RMSE

Root Mean Square Error

RNNs

Recurrent Neural Networks

RVFL

Random Vector Functional Link

SARIMA

Seasonal AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average

SCADA

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

SVM

Support Vector Machine

1. Introduction
To meet the decarbonisation aim in 2050, the offshore wind industry is expected to experience a considerable increase in
the coming several decades [1]. On this account, a large amount of new offshore wind farms will be designed, installed and
monitored. The movements of offshore wind have the nature of randomness and are highly dependent on terrain and heights
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[2]. Wind profile in the offshore sites are smoother and the loading of offshore turbines [3] are often larger than the onshore
ones. Therefore, conventional methods designed for onshore wind speed prediction need to be re-developed for offshore wind
forecasting.
Wind speed prediction is not only crucial for the design and installation of large wind farms but also essential for
maintaining reliability and safe operation of the power network [4]. More specifically, short-term and extra short-term wind
speed prediction [5] are becoming more and more popular through different prediction methods. However, investigation of
offshore wind speed prediction remains under-represented Fig. 1 summarised recent investigations regarding wind speed
forecasting since 2015, where the term of “onshore” is defined as locations in an in-land area, while “offshore” refers to areas
situated at a certain distance from the shore. Besides, the term “nearshore” or “coastal” identifies the data collected from
weather stations or wind farms that are in the coastal area or very close to the shoreline. Those wind speed data share common
features as the offshore ones and are classified into the “offshore” category. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the majority of wind
speed forecasting studies are onshore with very few case studies focused on offshore or nearshore areas.

Fig. 1 – Summary of wind speed forecasting studies at different locations or areas since 2015 (note that wind speeds recorded
from nearshore and coastal area were classified into the “offshore” category).
Wind speed prediction can be categorized on the basis of time horizons, as presented in Table 1. Note that, the forecasting
accuracy is decreasing with the growth of prediction horizons. The current study will focus on the investigation of short-term
offshore wind speed forecast, whose major applications cover economic load dispatch planning, reasonable decisions of load
and operational security of maintaining wind turbines. Today, even countries with the most advance renewable energy sectors,
such as the UK and Germany, are still confronting challenges in entirely depending on renewable sources. Grid operators have
to turn to traditional power stations under unappreciated meteorological conditions to escape from overloading grid systems or
power wasting, which may cause significant failures and noteworthy expenses. For example, in 2016 alone, around €454
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million were taken from German consumers to cover the costs of compensating utility firms for tunings to their inputs [37].
Using available historical met mast data to predict short-term wind speed in advance of actual power generation could be one
of the solutions [5].
Table 1 – Wind speed forecasting based on prediction horizons [38].
Time scales
Very short-term
Short-term
Long-term

Time horizons
< 8 hours
≤ 24 hours
> 24 hours

In terms of analysis methods, wind speed prediction can also be divided into persistence, physical, statistical, and hybrid
approaches [4]. Among these methods, the statistical method is often considered as the most suitable one for short-term
forecasting [27]. Based on this approach, many researchers have focused on refining the accuracy of wind speed forecasting.
For example, Kavasseri and Seetharaman [39] applied the fractional-ARIMA (Auto-Regression Integrated Moving Average)
for predicting wind speed in both one-day and two-day time horizons. A case study, using a 750 kW wind turbine as the target,
proved the advantage of the proposed model in terms of error reductions over a persistence model. Singh and Mohapatra [4]
introduced a novel statistical model that outperformed the individual ARIMA forecasting, which was featured by combining
repeated wavelet transform and ARIMA. Wang et al. [27] integrated the extreme learning model with ARIMA to predict shortterm wind speeds. The predictive accuracy was proved through case studies using wind speed data measured from three
different field sites. Cadenas and Rivera [40] presented a hybrid model to incorporate ARIMA and ANN (artificial neural
network). The comparison results indicated that the developed combined model has higher accuracy than individual ones.
Additionally, a novel ARIMA-based method was proposed by Shukur and Lee [41] to improve the accuracy and handle the
uncertainties in wind speed forecasting. A more sophisticated model was proposed by Wang and Hu [42], which coupled
ARIMA, Least Square Support Vector Machine (LSSVM), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Extreme Learning Machine
(ELM). Case studies, based on two wind farm datasets from China, showed that forecasted wind speeds were more accurate
and more reliable compared with the predicted results by individual methods. Eymen et al [43] introduced a study of seasonal
trend analysis of relative humidity and wind speed time series around a dam, where the post-dam relative humidity was
forecasted by ARIMA models.
All above-mentioned predictive models are based on ARIMA, which can only perform well on stationary time series.
However, time-series, like offshore wind speeds, have features of seasonality and trend. Those features become more prominent
in offshore cases. This type of time series can be addressed by Seasonal-ARIMA (SARIMA), which has been widely applied
in several different forecasting issues. For instance, Fang and Lahdelma [44] developed a SARIMA model to predict heat
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demand in district heating systems. It claimed that the designed model provided a high accuracy for heat demand forecasting.
Kushwaha and Pindoriya [45] presented a SARIMA-RVFL (Random Vector Functional Link) model to predict very short-term
solar PV power generation, where a relatively high accuracy was achieved. However, in terms of wind speed forecasting, fewer
researches focused on developing a SARIMA-based model, even though offshore wind speed varies seasonally. A simple and
efficient SARIMA-based model was developed by Guo et al. [46], where the proposed method has improved accuracy over
ARIMA-based methods for monthly wind speed prediction.
Offshore wind speeds are stochastic and uncertain, making accurate predictions a challenging task. However, offshore
wind speed time series follow a seasonal periodical distribution, unlike the data used in other sectors. Therefore, using the
SARIMA model for offshore wind speed prediction could offer better data consistency and potentially saving computational
costs and enhancing forecasting accuracies. Few existing studies for short-term offshore wind speed prediction focus on using
SARIMA-based approach. This paper will bridge above knowledge gaps by investigating short-term offshore wind speed
forecasting through integrated SARIMA modelling.
Besides, in recent years, machine learning approaches [47], such as deep-learning-based LSTM and GRU [48], have been
increasingly popular in wind energy forecasting. However, the conventional neural network method may cause overfitting in
the training process, which make the forecasted result unrealistic. To this end, this paper also evaluated the accuracy of LSTM
and GRU, which are recently developed machine learning algorithms, against the proposed SARIMA-based predictive models
using data from a met mast that was designed for serving an offshore wind turbine [49]. This was realized in several phases
defined by the adopted methodology, which involved visualizing offshore wind speed time series, identifying correlations,
tuning hyperparameters through grid search and evaluating residual errors. The applied methodology of this study and the used
time series predictive algorithm processing flowchart is summarised in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.
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Fig. 2 – Diagram of applied methodology.

Fig. 3 – Offshore wind speed time series predictive algorithm processing flowchart.
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The key contributions of this study to the current knowledge gaps of offshore wind speed forecasting can be summarized
as follows:
▪

Propose an integrated forecasting method for short-term offshore wind speed predictions;

▪

Introduce the seasonal term to short-term offshore wind speed predictions through seasonal-ARIMA model;

▪

Validate the reliability of the proposed seasonal-ARIMA model with recently developed machine learning algorithms
of LSTM and GRU.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 described the used offshore wind speed time series databank,
including how the met mast measurements were recorded. Section 3 depicted the methodologies behind the SARIMA. Then,
the SARIMA predictive model was developed and validated for offshore short-term wind speed forecasting in section 4. The
predictive results obtained from the designed SARIMA model were further compared with GRU and LSTM neural networks
in section 5. Section 6 concludes this study by summarizing key findings and contributions of this paper.
2. Time series data description
The used offshore wind speed SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) database was collected from
01.01.2018 ~ 31.12.2018 by a measuring tower, which was designed to serve for a 7 MW demonstration offshore wind turbine
situated in the coastal area of Scotland [50]. The met mast provided accurate offshore wind conditions for the turbine’s operation
& maintenance (O&M). It consists of 11 meteorological sensors installed at different heights, which can measure wind speeds
(recorded by anemometers), wind directions (recorded by weathervanes), air pressure (recorded by barometers), and air
temperature (recorded by thermometers). In this investigation, the extracted time-series database contains three historical wind
speeds under a sampling rate of 1 Hz, which were collected at the height of 25 m, 67 m, and 110 m, respectively. The wind
speed dataset was then resampled with a time interval of 1 h and was further used in the proposed time forecasting models.
3. Methodology
SARIMA, which is a variation of ARIMA, can support time-series predictions of univariate data containing trends and
seasonality. It could control the seasonality of time series by including them as a feature in predictive models and explicitly
cater to a set of classic structures in short-term datasets. SARIMA is short for Seasonal Auto-Regression Integrated Moving
Average that is a seasonal expression of Auto-Regression and Moving Average while inserting the concept of Integration. Each
of those components can be explicitly specified in SARIMA as an input number (feature), in which a classic notation of
SARIMA (𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞) (𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄)s is frequently applied. The input features of 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞, 𝑃, 𝐷 , 𝑄, and 𝑠 stand with integer values,
where 𝑝 is the number of lag observations involved in the SARIMA model; 𝑑 is the number of times that raw observations are
differenced, also named as the degree of differencing; 𝑞 is the size of the moving average window, also called as the order of
moving average; 𝑃 is the number of involved seasonal lag observations; 𝐷 is the degree of seasonal differencing; 𝑄 is the order
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of seasonal moving average, and the subscripted letter of 𝑠 is often used to represent the length of the seasonal period,
respectively. In time-series datasets, seasonal patterns can be circularly observed after a certain number of periodical values.
For instance, the value of 𝑠 can be set as 12 for monthly observations because one year has 12 months; for hourly observations,
the value of 𝑠 is often defined by 24 as one day has 24 hours. In summary, the major components in the SARIMA model are:
▪

Auto-Regression (AR) adopts the dependency between an observed value and previous lagged observed values for
predictions. In wind speed forecasting, it would be similar to expressing that it is likely to be windy in the next hour
if it has been windy in the past a few hours. In an individual AR model, the observation (𝑍𝑡 ) at time 𝑡 only depends
on its lags, which can be expressed as [51]:
𝑝

(1)

𝑍𝑡 = 𝛽1 𝑍𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 𝑍𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑍𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜖𝑡 = (∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝐿𝑖 ) 𝑍𝑡 + 𝜖𝑡
𝑖=1

where 𝑡 = 𝑝 + 1, … , 𝑛; 𝑍𝑡 is the observation at time 𝑡; 𝛽 is the coefficient of lags that the model estimates; 𝜖𝑡 is the
error term; 𝐿 is the lag distance operator; 𝑖 represents how many terms are looked back from the current time 𝑡 in the
investigated time series.
▪

Moving Average (MA) uses correlations between an observation and the corresponding residual error from the moving
average model that was applied to lagged observations. This component offers the opportunity to set the error in the
model as a linear combination of residual errors observed at previous time steps. In an individual MA model, 𝑍𝑡 only
depends on the lagged forecast errors, which can be stated as:
𝑞

(2)

𝑍𝑡 = 𝜖𝑡 − 𝜃1 𝜖𝑡−1 − 𝜃2 𝜖𝑡−2 − ⋯ − 𝜃𝑞 𝜖𝑡−𝑞 = (1 − ∑ 𝜃𝑖 𝐿𝑖 ) 𝜖𝑡
𝑖=1

where 𝑡 = 𝑞 + 1, … , 𝑛 ; 𝜃 is the constant parameters that the model estimates; 𝐿 is the lag distance operator; 𝑖
represents how many terms in the time series are taken back from the current time 𝑡; the error terms 𝜖 are the
inaccuracies of AR models of respective lags. For instance, 𝜖𝑡 and 𝜖𝑡−1 are the errors from the following expressions:

▪

𝑍𝑡 = 𝛽1 𝑍𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 𝑍𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛽0 𝑍0 + 𝜖𝑡

(3)

𝑍𝑡−1 = 𝛽1 𝑍𝑡−2 + 𝛽2 𝑍𝑡−3 + ⋯ + 𝛽0 𝑍0 + 𝜖𝑡−1

(4)

Integrated (I) differences raw observations to smoothen the entire time series. In this study, it would be comparable to
expressing that it is likely to be the same regime of winds in the next hour if the difference in wind regime in the last
a few hours is very limited. Under more complicated circumstances, the models of AR and MA can be combined and
the individual ARIMA expression can be summarized as:
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𝑝

𝑞
𝑖

(5)

𝑑

(1 − ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝐿 ) (1 − 𝐿) 𝑍𝑡 = (1 − ∑ 𝜃𝑖 𝐿𝑖 ) 𝜖𝑡 + 𝑐
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

If ∇ = 1 − 𝐿 is defined as the differencing operator, the Eq. (5) above can be further simplified as:
𝛽𝑝 (𝐿)∇𝑑 𝑍𝑡 = 𝜃𝑞 (𝐿)𝜖𝑡 + 𝑐

(6)

where 𝑡 = max (𝑝 + 1, 𝑞 + 1), … , 𝑛; c is the intercept term.
Extended from Eq. (6), the general form of SARIMA expression can be stated as:
𝑠
𝛽𝑝 (𝐿)Β𝑃 (𝐿𝑠 )∇𝑑 ∇𝐷
𝑠 𝑍𝑡 = 𝜃𝑞 (𝐿)Θ𝑄 (𝐿 )𝜖𝑡 + 𝑐

(7)

where Β and 𝛽 are seasonal and non-seasonal AR parameters, respectively; Θ and 𝜃 are seasonal and non-seasonal
MA parameters, respectively; 𝐿 is differencing operators.
4. SARIMA modelling
In this study, the standardized approach of Box-Jenkins methodology [52] was followed while developing the SARIMA
model, which uses iterative diagnostics to unearth optimized hyperparameters in time series forecasting. It consists of three
main steps:
▪

Model identification: evaluate trends, seasonality, and autoregression in the targeted wind speed time series by statistical
analysis (see section 4.1 and 4.2);

▪

Parameter estimation: adjust hyperparameters to optimize the predictive model (see section 4.3);

▪

Model checking: identify residual errors from the modelling results to assess the temporal structure that cannot be captured
by the current model (see section 4.4).

4.1 Time series analysis
Analysis and visualization of time series data could offer valuable diagnostics to define wind speeds’ temporal structures
of trend and seasonality. The variations of wind speeds and its distributions over September 2018 (one-month span) are plotted
in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. In Fig. 4a, time intervals are presented on the x-axis with wind speed observations along the yaxis, where a baseline of wind variations is observed (see the dashed line in Fig. 4a). In Fig. 4b, the distribution of wind speed
observations is summarised through box plots, where the medians of values were captured by drawn lines at the middle of
boxes and very few dots were observed as outliers outside the extents of the current dataset.
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Fig. 4 – Wind speed time series visualization in line plot (a) and box plot (b).
4.2 Correlations
Time series forecasting is based on correlations between the current observation and previous observations. The
correlations within the used wind speed dataset (September 2018) were explored in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. As presented
in Fig. 5a, the relationship between each observation at time 𝑡 and a lag of that observation at time 𝑡 − 1 is displayed through
a lag plot. As can be seen, the point cluster along the diagonal line is increasing from the bottom-left to the top-right, where a
strong correlation is displayed, indicating the current time series are predictable. In Fig. 5b, the strength of the correlation is
quantified between wind speeds and their lags by autocorrelation, where correlation coefficients were calculated for each
observation and their lag values. Autocorrelation is one of the approaches that can display correlation coefficients for a variable
over successive time intervals, also known as serial correlation. The correlation coefficients were values that range between -1
and 1, where its sign represents a negative or a positive correlation, respectively. A weak correlation is represented if a
correlation coefficient trends to be zero, whereas a value closes to -1 or 1 shows a strong correlation. The variations of
correlation coefficients over lags are shown in Fig. 5b, at which correlation values that are above or below the dotted lines are
considered as statistically significant. Both negative and positive correlations were observed in the current wind speed time
series, which captures the relationship of observation with its past observations in the same and the opposite seasons. Besides,
the sine-alike waves are a strong sign of seasonality.
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Fig. 5 – Lag plot (a) and autocorrelation (b) of wind speed time series.
4.3 Grid search
In this paper, the SARIMA model was developed to forecast offshore wind speeds in future time steps, which takes the
index of time series as arguments. The one-month hourly-measured offshore wind speed time series were split into the training
dataset and the testing dataset, which were recorded at the height of 110 m on September 2018. More specifically, the first 29
days of offshore wind speed measurements (01.09.2018 ~ 29.09.2018) were used for training while the last 24 h data
(30.09.2018) were applied for testing.
Given that a predictive model can only be fit proficiently on modest-sized input data, grid searching is a valuable approach
for hyperparameter optimization. In this study, hyperparameters in the SARIMA model were finely tuned using grid search,
which automated the process of assessing predictions by different combinations of the six parameters of 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞, 𝑃, 𝐷, and 𝑄.
The periodicity of the time series 𝑠 is set as 24 because hourly-recorded wind speed was used in this investigation. An iterative
method to grid search SARIMA hyperparameters was developed for evaluating different sets of nonseasonal and seasonal lag
values (𝑝 and 𝑃) in the range of 0 ~ 5, nonseasonal and seasonal difference iterations (𝑑 and 𝐷) in the range of (0 ~ 5) and
nonseasonal and seasonal residual error of lag values (𝑞 and 𝑄) in the range of (0 ~ 5). Offshore wind speed forecasting was
carried out in each iteration and all predicted values were compared to met mast measurements, where a Mean Squared Error
(MSE) score was recorded. The best hyperparameters of 𝑝(2), 𝑑(0), 𝑞(3), 𝑃(2), 𝐷(1), 𝑄(3) are adopted in the current
SARIMA model while the lowest value of MSE of 1.4292 was obtained.
4.4 Modelling results
In this study, the one-step walk-forward validation was applied during the SARIMA forecasting, where a further trained
model was fitted for each rolling time intervals and tested on the next time step. Even though this process is computationally
expensive, it makes certain the healthiness of the SARIMA model fitting. The rolling predicted offshore wind speeds (green
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solid lines) showed a great match with the recorded values from the met mast (blue dashed lines) in Fig. 6, where both curves
presented the same trend and are in the correct scale.

Fig. 6 – Comparisons between SARIMA rolling predictions and met mast measurements.
The differences between true and predicted offshore wind speeds (residual errors) are plotted against time intervals in Fig.
7a, indicating that most trends in time series have been captured as errors were varying around the value of zero (see the baseline
of Fig. 7a). The kernel density estimation (KDE) and the histogram of standardized residuals are further displayed in Fig. 7b
along with a Normal (0,1) density plot as the reference, implying the errors are Gaussian distributed and are centred near zero.
In Fig. 7c, a quantile-quantile scatterplot was presented between the set of quantiles of measured offshore wind speeds and the
set of quantiles of SARIMA forecasting. It proved that both sets of quantiles are normally distributed as a nearly straight line
was formed. Note that, the red line was marked as a reference. Besides, in the correlogram of Fig. 7d, the autocorrelation
revealed that there are almost no left correlations between residuals. Based on the sub-plots in Fig. 7, the SARIMA wind speed
predictions have achieved a great agreement with the recorded met mast data and there is roughly no information remained in
the residuals that can be used for further forecasting.
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Fig. 7 – Standardized residual (a), histogram plus estimated density (b), normal quantiles-quantiles (c) and correlogram (d) of
residual errors.
5. Comparisons against deep-learning-based GRU and LSTM
In this paper, deep-learning-based Gated Recurrent Neural Networks (GRNNs), in particular Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU), were introduced to compare their time series forecasting results with the ones from
the developed SARIMA model. Both LSTM and GRU have the uniform goal of tracking long-term dependencies while
alleviating the vanishing gradient problems that often happened in the training phase of vanilla Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs). LSTM was initially introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [53] in 1997 and its unit consists of three gates,
including a forget gate, an output gate, and an input gate. In GRU, the preliminary assembly of three gates cell from LSTM is
bonded into a cell composition with only two gates (an update gate and a reset gate). GRU was subsequently proposed based
on the LSTM and was regularly considered to have more compact and simpler structures. As LSTM and GRU share a similar
configuration, only the details of GRU are introduced in this session, but both the performances of LSTM and GRU would be
evaluated against the SARIMA-based predictive models.
5.1 GRU (Gated Recurrent Units)
GRU was firstly introduced by Cho et al. [54] in 2014 to address the vanishing gradient problem that was often suffered
from standard RNNs. A typical layout of the GRU unit is presented in Fig. 8. In GRU, both the reset gate and the update gate
are employed to solve the vanishing gradient problem, which are two vectors that can manipulate info in networks/layers
flowing to the desired output. What makes the two gates special is that they can be trained to keep memories from long term,
without removing relevant information that is significant for further predictions. In the GRU neural networks, the individual
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hidden unit could be used to capture dependencies, determined by the activity frequency of the corresponding gating
mechanisms. The update gate is operated to resolve how much information from previous time steps is required to be fed into
future steps while the reset gate can assistant the model to determine how much past information can be forgotten [54]. Through
this powerful design, GRU can take all the required info from the past and effectively reduce the hazard of vanishing gradient
problem.

Fig. 8 – Structure of a GRU block.
The operation for the two gates could be initialized from calculating the update gate 𝑧𝑡 for time step 𝑡 through Eq. (8):
𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 (𝑊𝑧 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑧 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑧 )

(8)

where 𝑓𝑡 is the update gate; 𝜎𝑔 is the activation function; 𝑊𝑧 and 𝑈𝑧 are the assigned weights; 𝑥𝑡 is the input of neuron at
time step 𝑡; ℎ𝑡−1 is the cell state vector for time step 𝑡 − 1; 𝑏𝑧 refers to the corresponding bias.
When 𝑥𝑡 is input into a GRU unit, it will be multiplied by its corresponding weight 𝑊𝑧 . The same happens to ℎ𝑡−1 that
contains the info from the previous time step 𝑡 − 1, which will also be multiplied by its corresponding weight 𝑈𝑧 . Then, both
items are added together with the application of the activation function 𝜎𝑔 .
After that, the reset gate is calculated by Eq. (9):
𝑟𝑡 = 𝜎𝑔 (𝑊𝑟 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑟 ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑟 )

(9)

where 𝑟𝑡 is the reset gate; 𝜎𝑔 is the activation function; 𝑊𝑟 and 𝑈𝑟 are the assigned weights; 𝑥𝑡 is the input of neuron at
time step 𝑡; ℎ𝑡−1 is the cell state vector for time step 𝑡 − 1; 𝑏𝑟 refers to the corresponding bias.
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The equations of the update (Eq. (8)) and the reset (Eq. (9)) gates are expressed in the same form. The major differences
come from the used weights and the usages of the corresponding gates. For the reset gate, it is used to select how much
information from the past can be forgotten.
Then, the calculated reset gate is used to introduce a new memory content in Eq. (10)
ℎ̃𝑡 = 𝜎ℎ (𝑊ℎ 𝑥𝑡 + (𝑟𝑡 ∘ 𝑈ℎ ℎ𝑡−1 ) + 𝑏ℎ )

(10)

where ℎ̃𝑡 is the output candidate of the cell state vector; 𝜎ℎ is the activation function; 𝑊ℎ and 𝑈ℎ are the assigned weights;
𝑥𝑡 is the input of neuron at time step 𝑡; 𝑟𝑡 is the reset gate; ℎ𝑡−1 is the cell state vector for time step 𝑡 − 1; 𝑏ℎ refers to the
corresponding bias.
In Eq. (10), the Hadamard (elementwise) product is calculated between 𝑈ℎ ℎ𝑡−1 and the reset gate 𝑟𝑡 , which is operated to
determine what information to eliminate from previous time steps. Afterwards, the activity function of 𝜎ℎ is applied to produce
the output candidate of the cell state vector (ℎ̃𝑡 ).
Finally, the current cell state vector (ℎ𝑡 ) is calculated to pass down the hold information to the next unit. To do so, the
update gate (𝑧𝑡 ) is involved in Eq. (11):
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ∘ ℎ𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝑧𝑡 ) ∘ ℎ̃𝑡

(11)

where ℎ𝑡 is the cell state vector for time step 𝑡; 𝑓𝑡 is the update gate; ℎ𝑡−1 is the cell state vector for time step 𝑡 − 1; ℎ̃𝑡 is
the output candidate of the cell state vector.
In Eq. (11), the elementwise multiplication is applied to both 𝑧𝑡 & ℎ𝑡−1 and 1 − 𝑧𝑡 & ℎ̃𝑡 , respectively. The two items are
then summed to obtain the current cell state vector (ℎ𝑡 ).
5.2 Model configuration
In this investigation, both GRU and LSTM shared an identical deep learning configuration, which has three input layers
and one output layer. The number of neurons in the input layers were set as 50 while a single neuron was designed in the output
layer. Before entering into the deep learning model, input data were transformed into a matrix with three dimensions of batch,
input, and shape, where batch is the number of independent observations in the time series; input is the sequence length of the
given observation; shape is the number of features at the observation time. More specifically, in the current deep learning neural
networks, the used univariate sequence, which consists of hourly recorded offshore wind speed in one month, was converted
into multiple samples. Each sample contains only one time step that is used to output a single future step. Besides, as univariate
time series are involved, the number of features was also defined as 1 for the only variable of wind speed. When the deep
learning neural networks were compiled, the MSE was specified as the loss function while the adaptive moment estimation
(Adam) is applied as the optimization algorithm. Similar to other machine learning models, GRNN models can only work well
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whereas the involved time series data are on the scale of a certain range. In this study, all inputs were scaled between 0 and 1
before feeding into the deep learning layers. Furthermore, the number of epochs were detected as 50 in the current predictive
configuration. In this paper, the type of GRNN models, number of hidden layers, neurons in each hidden layer and number of
epochs were adjusted using manual search through assessing various network configurations. Besides, following the previously
designed SARIMA model, the GRNN deep learning neural networks were also validated through the walk-forward rolling
prediction, indicating each time step in offshore wind speed forecasting will be rolled at a time. After the GRNN predictive
model developed a prediction for one time step, the actual recorded offshore wind speed will be grasped and further used in
predictions for the next time step.
5.3 Performance evaluation
To validate the reliability of the built SARIMA model, it was further compared with the forecasting results from both
LSTM and GRU (see Fig. 9). In total, two different hourly-measured offshore wind speed time series (one-month span) were
evaluated, which were measured at the height of 27m on April 2018 and at the height of 67m on August 2018, respectively.
Again, the first 29 days of the time series (01.04.2018 ~ 29.04.2018 and 01.08.2018 ~ 29.08.2018) were used as the training
datasets while the last 24 h data (30.04.2018 and 30.08.2018) were extracted as the testing datasets. As presented in Fig. 9, the
SARIMA, GRU, and LSTM models displayed a great agreement with the recorded offshore wind speeds in both cases,
following the same tendency of actual measurements. However, all three predictive models showed a delay along with the
entire time series.

Fig. 9 – Comparison of offshore wind speed forecasting among SARIMA, GRU, LSTM and actual met mast
measurements (note that, the date and time format of “MM-dd HH” is followed along the horizontal axis of Fig.9a and
Fig.9b, where MM is representing months, dd is representing dates, HH is representing hours.).
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When wind speed forecasting models (SARIMA, GRU, and LSTM) were compared against met mast measurements, two
major mismatches were observed, including phase errors and amplitude errors (see Fig.10). Phase errors are caused by the
horizontal mismatches that lag the predicted offshore wind speeds while amplitude errors define vertical deviations once the
values are under/overestimated [55]. As can be seen, lagging phase errors are dominant in all the three forecasting models,
since predictions are processed based on past time series. For time series forecasting, those are expected behaviours and
commonly suffered phenomena because both SARIMA and GRNN operated their forecasting based on historic values of
offshore wind speeds.

Fig. 10 – Observed errors in offshore wind speed forecasting.
To quantitatively assess the functioning of the investigated predictive models, six diverse metric measurements were
further used in this study, including R-square (R2) [56], Explained Variance Score (EVS) [57], Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), MSE, Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [58,59], and Median Absolute Error (MedAE) [60], which are stated in Eqs. (12),
(13), (14), (15), (16), and (17), respectively:
𝑅2 = 1 −

∑𝑛𝑡=1[(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡 − (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 ]

2

(12)
2

1
∑𝑛𝑡=1 [(𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 − ∑𝑛𝑡=1(𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 ]
𝑛

𝐸𝑉𝑆 = 1 −

𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 − 𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 }
𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 }

(13)

(14)

𝑛

1
2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ ∑[(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡 − (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 ]
𝑛
𝑡=1
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𝑛

(15)

1
2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑[(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡 − (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 ]
𝑛
𝑡=1
𝑛

1
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = ∑|(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡 − (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 |
𝑛

(16)

𝑀𝑒𝑑𝐴𝐸 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 (|(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )1 − (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )1 |, … , |(𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡 − (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 |)

(17)

𝑡=1

where (𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 )𝑡 is the recorded offshore wind speed at the time step 𝑡, (𝑋𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 )𝑡 is the predicted offshore wind speed
at the identical time step; 𝑛 is the number of time steps.
The forecasting performance of SARIMA, GRU and LSTM were further compared in Table 2 by the proposed six metric
functions, determining the level of accuracy of those predictive models. For R2 and EVS, both offer measures of how far actual
observations differ from the forecasted values. The higher the R2 or EVS score is, the more accurate the predictive models are.
Both R2 and EVS scores are in the range of 0.0 ~ 1.0, where the best possible value is 1.0 and lower scores are worse. Besides,
if negative values of R2 or EVS were observed, it indicates that the corresponding predictive model has become arbitrarily
worse. Conversely to R2 and EVS, notwithstanding RMSE, MSE, MAE, and MedAE are also used to evaluate the discrepancy
between the actual data and the predictive models, their low values are representing a high level of accuracy and a better
prediction. As presented in Table 2, relatively high accuracies were achieved in all three cases. However, it can also be observed
that greater values of R2/EVS and lower values of RMSE/MSE/MAE/MedAE were gained in the case of SARIMA models in
all time series cases on April, August, and September 2018, indicating, in general, the proposed SARIMA model provided a
better performance compared with GRU and LSTM.
In time series forecasting, deep-learning-based algorithms often require more historical data to train and more
hyperparameters to tune than other models. The occurred underperformances of GRU and LSTM could be caused by
overfitting. This phenomenon often takes place when the used machine learning algorithm matches well in the training process
while the predicting model has a difficult time to be specified in testing or validation datasets. In this study, relatively small
time-series datasets (one-month span) were used for training predictive models, where both GRU and LSTM are more likely
to overlook existing patterns within seasonal periods. This could further result in higher variance and higher errors in the deeplearning-based algorithms.
Table 2 – Performance of SARIMA, GRU and LSTM models under different metric functions in wind speed forecasting.

Case 1 (25m)

Predictive models

R2

EVS

RMSE

MSE

MAE

MedAE

SARIMA

0.6619

0.6695

0.8486

0.7201

0.6168

0.3521

GRU

0.5884

0.5920

0.9364

0.8768

0.6578

0.4351

LSTM

0.5587

0.5931

0.9695

0.9400

0.7175

0.4510
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Case 2 (67m)

Case 3 (110 m)

SARIMA

0.4626

0.5196

1.4553

2.1178

1.1469

0.9559

GRU

0.4235

0.4700

1.5073

2.2720

1.2232

1.0209

LSTM

0.4255

0.4700

1.5047

2.2641

1.2216

1.0115

SARIMA

0.5411

0.5465

1.4292

2.0427

1.2489

1.1513

GRU

0.5120

0.5281

1.4739

2.1722

1.2494

1.2139

LSTM

0.5320

0.5334

1.4446

2.0868

1.2491

1.1628

6. Conclusions
In this paper, SARIMA forecasting models were evaluated based on wind speed time series measured at three different
heights from a coastal met mast in Scotland. The SARIMA models were accomplished in several steps defined by the adopted
approaches, which involved resampling the raw data to ensure high-quality datasets, identifying temporal structures of trend
and seasonality in the time series, and analysing residual errors to make sure no information remained in the used data. The
proposed SARIMA models were further compared against the deep-learning-based GRNN models (both GRU and LSTM)
through six different metric functions. To maximize performances, both SARIMA models and GRNN deep learning models
were hyperparameter tuned via a combination of manual and grid search. Based on the modelling performances on difference
offshore wind speed time series measured at various elevations, the SARIMA approach outperformed the deep learning-based
algorithms of both GRU and LSTM.
It is more suitable to address offshore wind speed by the SARIMA approach, which directly supports the forecasts of
seasonal components in univariate datasets. Furthermore, the SARIMA model only requires to turn the six parameters of (𝑝, 𝑞,
𝑑, 𝑃, 𝑄, D) while more hyperparameters need to be evaluated in GRU or LSTM, such as number of units in each layer, number
of layers, batch size, number of epochs, optimizer, activation function, kernel initializer, and so forth. Even though accurate
offshore wind speed predictions have received much attention in recent decades, conventional neural networks do not appear
to be effective enough at addressing short-term time sequences. Some machine learning predictive models can easily fall into
over-fitting or local optimum. The SARIMA approach can be more straightforward and more efficient tool than deep-learningbased GRNN models in forecasting offshore wind speed time series.
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